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AFAIK, no one ever told this to the MageMeter team. This means that when I use MageMeter I get larger index files, that can also sometimes crash. We keep adding index files in steps to break it. Okay, that's what I'm trying to resolve. I want to disable that behavior, which does make sense and you're right. But I was also wondering, if you could also tell me if there is something that I can do to
prevent PDF pages from being indexed? It's my understanding, the reason why we need to do PDF indexing in 9.x was because, on the legacy systems, you could have 10 PDF files open at once. But if you had too many PDF files open, or a ton of PDFs that were being generated and manipulated, you could easily run into resource issues and crash. But now you can only have 5 PDFs open, and on the
old systems, they may only index a few pages, but it may work. And I don't see that in your 8.x indexing page, where it says "This will index all the pages, including full content from all files that are opened." Basically I'm looking for a solution. I don't want people to have to go out and change some obscure setting to make it work. Or at least, I don't want to wait for them to have it. These are 32-bit
ifilters and only works on 32-bit plaforms.. We've been relying on 9.x to do PDF indexing with because of the 10 fiasco. AFAIK, no one ever told this to the MageMeter team. This means that when I use MageMeter I get larger index files, that can also sometimes crash. We keep adding index files in steps to break it. It's my understanding, the reason why we need to do PDF indexing in 9.x was
because, on the legacy systems, you could have 10 PDF files open at once. But if you had too many PDF files open, or a ton of PDFs that were being generated and manipulated, you could easily run into resource issues and crash. But now you can 82157476af
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